
 

MORE THAN 30 FAN ACTIVITIES HAVE BEEN HELD ON 
TOKENSTARS PLATFORM 

 

 “E-Commerce” Module was released in November 2019 and became the third 

module to connect famous sportsmen and their supporters. 

“Fan-Communications” Module, “Bounty Fan Club” Module and 

“Auctions” Module was released earlier and so far we have created 32 activities for 

our users:  

 

✓ 18 crypto auctions with sports celebrities. 

✓ 2 tennis games against one of the best Russian tennis players Veronica 

Kudermetova 

✓ 3 bounty contests with football and tennis stars. 

✓ 5 personal items of athletes have been added to the “E-Commerce” Module. 

✓ 3 personal training sessions with our poker experts have been held 

✓ 2 Bounty poker tournaments were organized together with our players.  
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https://tokenstars.com/e-commerce
https://tokenstars.com/fan-communications
https://tokenstars.com/bounty
https://tokenstars.com/charity


 
18 Auctions 

Auctions Module became the first part of the TokenStars platform launched 

full-scale at the end of 2017. Since then top celebrities, including RedFoo (LMFAO), 

Gianluca Zambrotta, Martina Hingis, and Veronica Kudermetova sold their personal 

items via TokenStars auctions. Users have made 278 bids and the highest of them 

was 987$. Bids can be made in ACE, TEAM, and ETH. Read more about auctions in a 

dedicated article.  

 

 

Tennis games against Veronica Kudermetova 

In summer 2019 we have conducted 2 training sessions with Russia’s top tennis 

player Veronica Kudrmetova. Her personal fans bought “a ticket” to the event on the 

“Fan Communications” Module for ACE tokens. They had a chance to train with 

Veronica and her coach Sergei Demekhin and then compete with her in a short 

match. Watch the highlights of 1st and 2nd training sessions! 

 

  

Bounty contests to support our stars 

In April 2019 we have announced our “Bounty Fan Clubs” Module. The module gives 

fans a unique opportunity to support their fans by completing their special tasks. In 

one of the contests, Klauss De Mello asked his supporters and TokenStars users to 
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https://tokenstars.com/charity
https://youtu.be/bSeUYO46CYI
https://youtu.be/Utwg2EV5oUo


 
design a banner and an author of the best one received 20,000 TEAM tokens. In 

October  2019, Veronica Kudermetova conducted a contest where her fans had to 

post tennis photos with #veronikatokenstars hashtag. The owner of Veronica’s 

favorite picture received gifts from Kudermetova and ACE tokens.  

 

E-Commerce Module  

You do not have to participate in contests or auctions in order to get personal items 

from celebrities. With the advent of the E-Commerce Module, you can just purchase 

them with ACE and TEAM tokens. Such items as match-worn shirts of Alexey 

Sutormin or cap of Veronica Kudermetova regularly appear on the module so follow 

our news and do not miss your chance to purchase them.  

 

 

3 personal training sessions with TokenStars poker expert  

3 members of our community already had a private coaching session with Tobias and 

what is most important, none of them was dissatisfied! Moreover, 2 of them even 

paid back the cost of the session, which was just 2000 TEAM, by winning Sit and Go 

and cash games. 

Poker tournaments for TokenStars users 

In October 2019, we have started a new tradition! Everyone had a chance to play with 

members of the TokenStars poker team and even to win prizes! Our players 

participated in freeroll tournament with TEAM tokens prizes alongside with common 

players and fans all over the world. Of course, it is not so easy for average players to 
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defeat a professional but due to high variance in poker it is possible, one of our fans 

proved it by achieving the 2nd place in the tournament! 
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